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Pulled Pork- New Service
The HogRoast specialists are happy to announce a whole new exciting service, called
pulled pork. This consists of cooking free range shoulders or pork for 6 – 8 hours until
they are tender and fall apart. This is done using our oven and then brought to the
premises where the shoulders of pork are then prepared and served hot in a variety of
flavours.

Pulled Pork Menu:
40-60 People: A mixture of pulled pork with the choice of another flavour.
Perfect for garden party’s or small gatherings. £350

100-120 People: Feeds this amount perfectly, ideal for weddings, big
parties or large gatherings. Comes with two flavours. £450
The prices above include us to cook and serve onsite. We are able to
accommodate for whatever you’re after so if there are any special requests
just ring us or email and will try and help in whatever way. Got more people?
Let us know and we can quote for the amount.

Flavours
With the new service it means we are
capable of making some new exiting
flavours to marinade the pulled pork in.
Such as:
Apple flavoured pork
Smokey BBQ pork
Cajun flavoured pork
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The HogRoast Specialists thrive on excellence and aim for 110% in our outside
catering. We have built up a solid reputation over the years for offering an
outstanding catering experience at affordable prices. We can cater for any event
big or small. Call for a quote or ask a question.

Our Menu
Half a Free Range Pig/ Leg & loins:
This will feed 60/80 people comfortable in a roll or on a plate. Perfect for summer dinner parties or
small gatherings. £525

Full Size Free Range Pig:
Similar to above but a full pig. This will feed 100/120 in rolls or on plates. Perfect for corporate or
private functions. £625

Mixed Roast:
This is new design, it offers the ability to be able to add whatever meat joint required for your
function. For instance you could request to have a whole rib of beef, gammon, leg of lamb and pork
joint so that you have a full spread. Becoming very popular as there’s always something that
everyone wants. Call for a quote depending on what meat you require will depend on the price.

The hog roast machine is very versatile and can do allot more so if you have any questions or
requests just ask.
What’s included in the price?? Locally sourced pork, you will have a fully trained chef carve the
hog roast and serve it for you with the choice or being served onto platters, plates or into rolls.
We take care of the food so you don’t have to. Request when ordering your requirements.
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Extras
Rolls: Flour baps, perfect size for a hog roll with sauce.
£12 for 60 people or £20 for 120 people

Apple sauce: A must have alongside a HogRoast £10

Corporate Events
We can cater from 60 to 500 people so if you have an event or business meeting and are after
someone to take care of the food or work alongside a catering company, we are able to
accommodate for this.
All HACCP, risk assessments and public liability insurance available on request.

Feedback (Collected from summer 2015)
“Very pleased with the service the Hog Roast Specialists provide, they turn up on the day all
prepared, do a fabulous job and everyone is very happy”
“Everything they say they are and more. Loved the fact we didn’t have to worry about food, all the
guests were happy and loved it, thanks again”
The HogRoast specialists are Haywards butchers. All enquires are dealt with through Haywards butchers.

Call us and tell us what you’re looking for and we are happy to help.
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